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A Result on the Imaginary Zeros of J,“(z) 
E. K. IFANTIS AND P. D. SIAFARIKAS 
The positive function ,J(I,). where ki(j(\,) arc the unaginary zeros 01” the second 
derivative of the Bessel function .I,(:) of the first kind and order I’> I. mcreases 
for 0 -C 1’~ 0.4526 and decreases for 0.5 < v < I. This is in full agreement with the 
numerical results given by M. K. Kerimov and S. L. Skorokhodov (1i.S.S.K. 
Coniput. Mn/h. Mrrth. Phy. 25, No. 6 (1985). 101 107). e IYYO Ac‘ldcmlc I’rc\\. lili 
I. INTROIXKTION 
This paper is concerned with the monotonicity of the positive function 
p(r), where fief are the imaginary zeros of the second derivative of the 
Bessel function J,(I) of the first kind and order v > -1. In [4] the 
existence of such a unique pair + i/j(v) of purely imaginary zeros of J,I’(;) 
has been proved in the case 0 < r < 1. In that case, on the basis of numerical 
calculations, M. K. Kerimov and S. L. Skorokhodov note in [6, p. 1031 
that one of the zeros of J,:(Z) moves along the imaginary axis, reaches its 
maximum distance from the origin of coordinates roughly at r = 0.5. and 
then returns to the beginning. In this paper we give an analytical proof of 
this numerical observation; namely. there is a value \s~,E [0.4526, 0.51 such 
that ~I(\~) is strictly increasing on [O. ro] and decreasing on [r,,. 11. 
2. MAIN RESUI.~ 
First of all we prove that any zero i,,(r) of the function At,(:) = 
(Pz’ + Y(V)) J,.( -) + :J:, ( z), where X(V) is a differentiable function and .J: (z ) 
is the derivative of J,.(Z), satisfies a differential equation of the form 
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where u(r) is a negative function for every v > -1 and (P(V) is a positive 
function for every r > - I. 
In the particular case where /3 = 1 and LX(V) = --117 the zeros of M,,(Z) are 
the same as those of J:‘(I). Let imp be an imaginary zero of /M,,(Z), i.e., 
[ -/Ip2(v) + a(r)] J,.(ip(v)) + ip(v) J~.(ip(v))=O. Using the well known 
recurrence relation [ 8, 451 ip( V) J,‘( Q(r)) = vJ, (ip( v)) - Q( 11) J,, + , (ip( v)), 
and the Mittag-Leffler expansion 18. 4971 
we find that any imaginary zero of M,,(Z) satisfies the equation 
where ,jV,,, is the nth positive zero of J,.(Z). Differentiation of both sides of 
(2.1) gives the differential equation (2.0) with 
U(1’) = -4p4(v) c ,; 
‘- j, ,,(4,.,,idv) <o 
(.I,,, + P2(V))’ ’ Pi = I 
for every r > -1 
and 
dil) = 2P4(V) i, (,p. +;‘(,,))’ > 0, for every V> -1. 
1 ,? 
For r(r) = -11’ the differential equation (2.0) takes the form 
(2.2) 
where 
l.(v) = $5+2f 
1 
,,-, (./L+P2do~ 
for O< V< 1 
and 
This shows that 
dP2(V) < o 
dv ’ 
for i<v<l. 
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We examine the function F(V) in (0, 4). Using the inequalities 14, 51 
(2.4) 
diw 1 
.I,,.,, x<x .i;.n + 8 - 
16(\‘+1)‘+32(v+l)‘(v+2)’ 
.iL .iP.,, 1 
) \!>-I 
and the Rayleigh sums 
obtainable from the formulas 
we have from (2.3) 
(l-2v)(1+2v) 4 32 > - 




+2”(L)+ l)? 0(3,- 2’(r+ 1)’ (r+2)’ a’P, 
V+4 ’ v + 4 I 
-- 
-i 1 + 1 I! 2v( 1 -1 4,” ~ v) \7+4 1 2(v+ l)(V+2)(v+3)(\‘+4)2 511’ + 29~ + 54 1 > 0, 
for 0 < r < 0.4526. 
So for 0 < v 6 0.4526, it follows from (2.2) that Lip’( V)/U’V > 0. 
The function p’(v) attains only one local maximum in the interval 
(0.4526, 0.5). In fact assume that dp2(v)/dr=0 for some YE (0.4526, 0.5). 
We prove that d’p2(v)/d~~* ~0 for this V. Differentiation of (2.2) with 
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where 
r +C.if.,, - P’(v)= ---&+4 c CjO,‘, +j ~,,,j~~t,Njl:n + 8) ,, = I (j:,, + p2j3 
= -~-4 ,,~, (j2j~~2)2 
B. II 
,x 
+ 16 c J$i?,. -4 f ,~,,,,,.ih 
,I= 1 (J,‘,,, + P2J3 n=, (J,z.,, + P2J2’ 
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(2.6) 




7z .r2 x j' CJ'+41$ (2.7) 
n = , J v,,, ,I== I. I v.,i 




,I = 1 
16 
(v + l)2 
-4 f 
n = I 
for 
( jgl’i’ - 
2v3 + 10v2 - v + 1 
(v+ I)3 v(1 -v) 
VE (0.4526, 0.5). (2.8) 
So from (2.5) and (2.8) it follows that d2p2(v)/dv2 < 0, for v E (0.4526, 0.5). 
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